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Special For First Issue: 
INTERVIEW WITH DEAN RAFALKO: P. 4 
EQ 1:· ·" .. J 'llS 
THE STUDENT NEWSPAPER OF NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL 
Dun R..falko, the rtewly 
1ppOmtcd Dean of New York 
l.awSchoo\.wasiMtnunenulin 
e~thcform.U!onof 
ContmuedOnPap 11 
MONDAY. OOV£M8ER 3. 1969 
SBA Organized at NYLS; 
Adler Elected 1st Pres. 
Association to Function as "Voice" of Students 
BY MARVIN ROY RASKIN 
The Siudent B:lf A~i:;11i.:m. wi:anw:d after 1 YI!"' of :a>:llv11y ..,tuch included .wmmg ~ cunsmutwn 
and fuimal ;sppronl by tilt m11Jcms .nJ Iloaid u1 Tru.sl«:$. officially beg;in opcr:1ll11C lhs:; ~mCSlcr •S ~n 
nu~al put of New Yuri< t..wSchuul. - 
Mu:r promulg:llion and ~pprov:r.l uf I.he Cunn1luhon bs.L April. clec1iun'I ,...= hdd in ead1 d:w 
SC•:ll<>ll 10r Student lbi rep1escm.al1¥Cs The s\udenis ekct<'d 11>en ~me c111Jtd:o1es m 3 sclmol-wide 
dt"<;L1on for 1hee~ccull¥C1"'Sll1<1n>un tire Slu.tknl &t 
; 1hird-ycar day >lulkm. Clwicl Adle., "'3S.VOLCd first Pr$denl of lheStudem l:lar Aaucl'llOOn Al 
lh.11m. ~ mglu nudem, w.:is elected V11X Pre•nltn!. The othor orftcers:ue Mochael Gueme10. Srtrtl~'".' 
Al~n J. S<:hnurm:in. T•euurcr.~nd Anlhuny T. Rrggll>, l.:rw Schout [hv1soon Reprnentalrte 
llul hcw:isdehg.h!td!•><eethal 
so many sru dc n r s were 
~olletu~ely interested and 
J concerned ~buut !IO""'thu~ 
01uSJde1>ftheschool 
FoUowmg I~ <;ymposium, 
m..nySludenu .. lcdbyS.B..A 
Prettdent Chules Adlu. 
m1rthed I<> Tnn11y Church 
where they JOmed 1~"')-'e" and 
b-111Lhememorial 
se~.l'heg:oupw»addre~ 
by Wdlwn Vanden llue>\I!. a 
forme1 1n1sunt to Robert 
Kennedy. iiid b) pubhW:r BJJ 
Moyers. Liter m lht day 
11ludents ... -ent108tyan1Parli; 
... -h e r e many d1cni11rie•. 
mcludmg Eugene Mc("anhy, FOAMER ACTING DEAN a><! a.-m .. of it.. 8oM'd of 
Trustea ....... Fr-' fleftl discu...,. our ir... tchool with his 
.. ooeuor.O--Wai-A.Aafalko. Conunued0nf>ilpf$ 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO US! EQUITAS celebrates Its eighth 
anniversary In print. This is the front page from our first issue. 
Koch to Address Alumni Dinner 
by Jonah Triebwasser and Judith Waldman 
In his first major appearance since winning yesterday's election mayor-elect Edward I. Koch will be the 
featured speaker at the annual dinner of the NYLS Alumni Association on Tuesday, November 15, at the 
Waldorf Astoria Hotel. 
Students wishing to attend 
the dinner should contact Lucille 
Hillman of the Alumni Association 
as soon as possible at (212) 966- 
3500. Judge Murphy 
Jeffords Speaker Chosen 
by Jonah Triebwasser 
Dennis DeConcini, United States Senator from Arizona, will be the 
principal speaker at the Walter M. Jeffords, Jr. Distinguished Visiting 
Lectureship to be held here on November 17. 
Senator DeConcini, a native former Arizona Attorney General 
of Arizona, is a member of a and former Justice of the Arizona 
distinguished Arizona family that Supreme Court. Concurrently, 
has long been prominent in gov- Senator DeConcini served in the 
ernment, the legal profession and Judge Advocate General Corps of 
business. Educated in Tucson and the United States Army Reserve 
Phoenix public schools, he gradu- from December, 1964 until May, 
ated in 1959 from the University of 1967. · 
Arizona at Tucson with a Bachelor DeConcini was elected to the 
of Arts degree. Shortly thereafter Senate in 1976. 
he was commissioned Second 
Lieutenant in the Adjutant Gener- 
al's Corps. 
Senator DeConcini obtained 
his law degree from the University 
of Arizona College of Law in 1963. 
He then entered the private prac- 
tice of law with his brother, Dino, 
and his father, Evo DeConcini, a 
The dinner chairman is the 
Hon. Francis T. Murphy, Jr., 
Class of 1952, Presiding Justice 
Appellate Division First Depart- 
ment and first vice president of 
the Alumni Association. 
This is the first year that the 
Association is holding four reun- 
ions in conjunction with the annual 
dinner. The classes to be honored 
are 1927, 1952, 1967, and 1972. 
The reunion of the class of '27 is 
being chaired by Frederick W. 
Scholem, class of '27. Scholem, a 
well known trial lawyer who work- 
ed on a case leading up to the 
Miranda decision, has been work- 
ing since August on his class 
reunion. The Hon. Martin L. Bar- 
on, and the Hon. Seymour Fier of 
the class of '52 are co-chairmen of 
their class reunion. The 10th anni- 
versary of the class of 1967 is 
being chaired by Zuhayr A. Mogh- 
rabi, class of '67 and adjunct 
professor of law at NYLS. Prof. 
Moghrabi is very active in the 
Alumni Association and is pres- 
ently serving as its second vice. 
president and chairman of the ad 
hoc committee for the law review. 
Audrey C. King, Class of '72, 
Director of Consumer Affairs at 
GAF, is chairing the 5th reunion of 
her class. 
ment obtained by Dean Shapiro, 
currently enrolled NYLS students 
can attend the dinner for $10.00. 
Alumni in the classes of 1973 
through 1977 will be charged 
$18.QO, while alumni from the 
years prior to 1973 will pay $30.00. 
~~0;;0'~,i:'::::::'.~:'}?m Oct. 15th Moratorium; 
&ec!~0:,:dl;:~~!i ~':: ::,,~ s a!!nS~de~ ~~~s~~1i:~1anc~~':.~1c:iec~ A HDay of Thought" 
Adler;tnandlngl.tlwn!ttl)AISctwJrm.,.,w:iTonyRl{lglO. Guided by uudcn1 bar 
Coalition Responsible • ;~0;!~\~'.;"1"~! ~':,·~·;:;,\\~c~c wed~y. ac,;:, ~~~~""POL:'n7;:~m-. <ll>!ld0<:1ed. The 
For Publication Of EQUITAS <.:':.:,:::;:,'."!~'::'~"!:::''.::: '"''' 1·.;.::,';.,tm"'"" ~-;;::;,:; ::;;"~;>.;:.',~~ 
Thmuit. 1hc ~'Ol>pcn11v11 u1 published 11s """' newspaper. ~~!.:~sc!d ~.w!~s. Bua.d of :::Z:~viem1m =::::=~- WU follo-....:.1 by m:&ny .iuo;knts 
1h:S1uJcmBuAssucia11unarl<l -rte "J:mucnp1··. win.ii WU ·'The Student Bar Tiie day w:as .et :wtle for JU11tn111raUynTnnnyC'huKl:i 
l'h1 Delta Phi 1-!1iem>1y, ti\~ cirtul:i!td among aU SlU•knt> o( AU•H·ialion w1U eu:.bhsh a Amenc:ans,in their own ~Ji'> iu The sympa:muu """' "" 
first uff"icill studcllt newspaper 1hc 1.1.w .ehoul. The rratemuy·• eluscr <cl•l1Unship belWttn lh•t pemton for pe~ce m Vieuu.m inte1u1~e discuwun u( the 
.i New Yurt l,.w Sch<><>I. execu1ive wmm•U«. hu-r. 11udcnt1 and !ht ~dmmisu:11io11 Studenls ~I Ntw Yor\: L:iw ~mm llSUCt ur lhe war: TI.e 
EQUITAS. c c m m e e ce d deeded that ii wuuldbemore mtlfacu!ty.'·Mr.Adle•.1hencw S<:bool ubsicrv.:d it.e lby by p•o ~nd con uf Amcrn:::m 
publteatton uxl~y. benefici;il tu New York Law Pre$1dent,uid. ""11lc Aw>c1ahoo i.Buig p:>rl m nnollt Si;hcduled 1n¥olwoeme111 m V.em:im. the 
tn ~If"'""' iu ihc ml!ldlle School if i juml pubhalion w:is hopes tu nuhU m the studcn!J and nunschedulcd Ktl¥itict.. On wuhdr.iw:i.J of trwps. the lepJ 
of the Siu.Jent Ila! AssutAlton orpnlltd ContinutdOnP19t11 the f..,urth llo...r. :i Vietnam. andmoral ISIUCS. ~11<.I lhe futwc 
Con$muuon • rerretema1iws ..,f Al 1 full mccti~ held on role uf th<" Unucd S1.:i1c~ m the 
the Sl1.1dcilt B:it and 1h~ Thursday. October 'hh, the prc51Cnt w..-ld cvmmumty wne 
fr.uernny ~ wurk early in (ruc•nity'i members "<)_led. '• 11 'I vigorowly d1scumtl All \'l<'W. s 
the serr""5te• in 1>rganizu1g a )'Oinl mcqo,c t~ Tr:anocnpl with 1hc \• j l wne prttNUetl. and while Ille 
pubhcat""1 S1udcn1 Bu newsp;r.pc:1 • exchange somett~ bcc;ime 
da~~P~~:~··~·;~;~t•t, oei1~'°;~~ 1': ~C:~C:: :~ -~ · ;:; A ~~a=K~f:::':''~ 
~!:~c~r~~::~~~:l:~t: ~~=~:!!~:~ :C Su;d~~; ~· ;~' ~! ~;:.;:~~m had an 
~~s:;;;r7i~~;;~~;;lwtl :!:;1r;;:d:1~m.=":~~; . ":d! '~ : :~:ruf~~f~C:,';';~ rr;as~:e~~ 
Professor M1a1s u11>nimout.. . ='.n~~' ~:ii;7:r ~~ 
JoilS fac1\ty wci!h~~1r:;~mof~~!~ - ~11n;~~r:~:..,1~::,:w~.~-ivcn. 
studcntJ who 1¥(:11: mtcn:•l•d m Se•cral 1ncmben. <.>I. the 
ProfoSS<M Cy11l C M"3ns ti pachc1palmp. on lhe ncwsp;i.per f:acully, 11 tht mvna!ivn of 1t.e 
lhc mO'lt ~ctnl 1dd11,..,n 10 the and wh<> h1ndcd m 1HUll""5 S.8.A . auendcd !h" sympo$Jum 
faculty ..,( t'<ew York l.:lw Arter Mr. Slomsky "'"s d'>0sen In a lholl prvnuun.:en>enl. 
School. He gr:aduated f1om Eduor-m.Chief.1hcn:1tlllll1<krof PtufC$1kX Lou1tt.Schw~rui.:nd 
Hnvvd in I'll& cum lllude. !he i:ditorial S1a1f was 
111cndcd Wayne SliL!e UnM:wly appom!ed 
for his LL.8- from wluch he Mulin F_ Dunne, J Jrd year 
g1dua1etl sumnt..< cum laudc m day student. will be EQl.}ITAS' 
t<l~I. and rect~ lus LLM NeWJ Eduor. ~ olhi:r eduurs 
from lfll""''d in !94S are; Rlch~rd Rune•. Feature; 
A mnnbe-f of !he Michiµn Bru.;:c P1111uin. Alumm; Kcrry- 
Stare Bu, and~thc As:soci::iHioo Kauorhis. Business: Fn.nk 
uf 1he Bu of the City of New 01Marco, Ph1 Della Phi 
York. PtofeDOf Muns If al!IO a Contnbuung Ed11or: Ptul!J) 
membe1 uf the: Bn of tlK Unilnl l'l:p1. t..cpJ and w,11,,.m l'<olan. 
States Suprttne Court. He ha' Copy 
been a -ber of the law TheEd1torspockcdlMnaroe 
facul11n or Oeuo1t C<>llegc of EQUITAS for 1he new 
L~w and St1nfo1d Unrtnsity publli::auon 
law School, and wH formerly 
1heArb11r:ationOrrec1orforthe 
l\ewYorf<StockEuhange. 
Fluent in German rnd 
French,ProieS!IDrh!eansltailtad 
ContsouedO..P._ 10 
Students Are Invited 
Through a special arrange- 
Library Exhibit Displays Blac-kstone First Editions 
by ROb Fraser 
What happens to old law 
books? Most are re1egated to dust- 
bins. Some are boxed for attic 
storage. Fortunately a few are 
saved an·d preserved. 
A visit to Room 803 in the 
Library will give you a glimpse of 
some lawbooks from -eighteenth- 
century England and America. On 
display is a first edition of Black- 
stone's Commentaries on the Law 
of England (London, 1765) with a 
striking frontispiece portrait of the 
author. The bottom shelf of the 
exhibition cabinet contains the 
first American edition of the same 
work (Philadelphia, 1772-74). On 
the eve of the Revolutionary War 
hundreds of lawyers, merchants, 
printers, and politicians subscrib- 
ed for a copy of these four vol- 
umes. Included in the printed list 
of subscribers, which reads like a 
who's who of the colonial bar, are 
John Adams, George Clinton, 
John Dickinson, John Jay, and 
Governeur Morris. The full brown 
calf covers are reminiscent of how 
all lawbooks were bound until the 
early part of this century. 
In a lighter vein, two editions 
of Gilbert A'Beckett'~ Comic 
Blackstone are also on view. Both 
were published during the heyday 
of Victorian book illustration. The 
most elaborate is adorned by 
Harry Furniss with ten full-page 
color plates and several black and 
white illustrations. These designs 
are most amusing in their concep- 
tion and most accomplished in 
their execution. 
Gail Estreich, NYLS' Cata- 
logue Librarian, conceived the 
idea to exhibit some of the Lib- 
rary's legal treasures and says 
that she intends to mount more 
displays in the future. 
A Blackstone First Edition 
(p.oto/J. TriebW8!18er) 
Senator D. DeConcini 
Lectures Began in 1975 
In 1975 Walter M. Jeffords, 
Jr. established the Walter M. 
Jeffords, Jr. Distinguished Visit- 
ing Lectureship in honor of 
Charles W. Froessel of the Class of 
1913, a former Judge of. the New 
York State Court of Appeals, and 
former Dean of NYLS. 
The ,Jeffords Lectures have 
become a significant part of the 
continued development of the Law 
School. Distinguished scholars of 
international reputation are invit- 
ed to address ·not only the NYLS 
community, but also, interested 
members of the profession and 
public as well. 
The ceremonies will begin ·at 
11:00 A.M. on Thursday, Novem- 
ber 17th. A reception will follow 
and students are cordially invited. 
r 
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Alumni Notes 
by Judith Waid.man 
Stephen Lister, class of '69, 
has been named vice-president of 
the exchange compliance division 
of the American Stock Exchange. 
Lister, who joined the market in 
1972, will be responsible for mar- 
ket surveillance and options in- 
spection. Admitted to the bar in 
1970, Lister had worked for the 
National Association of Securities 
Dealers, Inc. before joining the 
exchange. 
Alumnus Edits Newspaper 
Glen Von Nostitz, Class of 
1977, a former editor of 
EQUITAS, has become the editor 
and publisher of the Washington 
Market News, a local Manhattan 
newspaper. 
Dennis M. Barlow, Class of 
1976, has left his position as Assis- 
tant Hudson County Prosecutor, 
and formed a partnership with 
Michael A. DeMiro for the general 
practice of law. DeMiro & Barlow 
is located in Montclair, New Jer- 
sey. 
Obituaries 
Harvey Jackson, Class of 
1974. Mr. Jackson, a retired Lieu- 
tenent-Detective with the New. 
York City Police Department, was 
\pDOW/ J:\llPPO!'O<L "WIOOllJ 
News In Brief I 
a graduate of the John Jay College 
of Criminal Justice and received 
his J .D. from the NYLS evening 
division. 
Mr. Jackson was a Trial Ad- 
vocate with the police department 
before retiring. He was a member 
of Dwight Inn, Phi Delta Phi. 
John DiLeonardo, class of '34, 
a judge of the Criminal Court in 
Queens since 1969. DiLeonardo 
had been active in Republican 
Party politics before joining the 
court. He had been a member of 
the -Assembly in the late 40's and 
early 50's. 
Alumni are inv_ited to contri- 
bute to this column by sending 
any pertinent information to 
EQUITAS, New York Law School; 
57 Worth Street, New York, N. Y. 
10019. 
Phi Delta Phi Dinner Dance 
Phi Delta Phi will hold its 
annual Dinner Dance at Rosoffs 
1899 Theatre Restaurant on West 
43 St. on Dec. 10 at 8 p.m. There 
will be a hot and cold buffet, free 
liquor, full dinner, free parking 
and live dance music, at a cost of 
$20 per person, $15 for new mem- 
bers. 
Those interested can obtain 
tickets at the PDP office, from any 
member, or at meetings held on 
the third Thursday of every month 
at 5 p.m. in room 604 of 57 Worth. 
Phi Alpha Delta 
The Samuel Tilden Chapter of 
Phil Alpha Delta Legal Fraternity 
will sponsor a Special Speaker 
Program featuring faculty mem- 
bers who will speak to and answer 
questions from students on topics 
of interest which are not covered 
in classes. The program will take 
place at 12 noon on Thursdays at a 
Phi Delta Phi-Dwight ·inn 
Fall Dinner Dance 
Saturday, December 10, 1977 
8:00 P.M. 
Bosoff's 1899 Restaurant 
14 7 West 43rd St. ,0,l1il 
<, .> 
~ ~ 
. 
... iil;o 
at Bdwy. 
S20.00 per person 
Free Parking 
location to be announced. 
Students are invited to come 
to the lectures and bring their 
lunches. Any professor wishing to 
participate in this program as a 
speaker is asked to contact a PAD 
member or leave a note in the 
fraternity mailbox. 
Anyone interested in joining 
PAD is invited to attend one of the 
regular meetings held on Thurs- 
days at 4:30 or leave his name in 
the mailbox. 
Malpractice Coverage 
Topic of Seminar 
A seminar on legal malprac- 
tice prevention and insurance al- 
ternatives will be offered from 9 
A.M. to 5 P .M., Monday and Tues- 
day, Nov. 28 and 29, .at the New 
York Sheraton Hotel, Seventh Av- 
enue and Fifty-sixth Street. These- 
minar is sponsored by New York 
Law School. Legal Management 
Services, Inc., has organized the 
program and assembled panels of 
experts. Topics to be covered will 
include the current market, state 
regulation, formulating a self-in- 
surance plan, common sources of 
malpractice claims, prevention, 
prevention systems for law offices 
and prevention through a bar-spon- 
sored education program. Addi- 
tional information may be obtained 
by telephoning Laurie Hutzler at 
581-4909. 
• CASEBOOKS 
• TEXTBOOKS 
• DICTIONARIES 
Bike Racks Are Here 
Bicycle commuters need no 
longer chain their two wheelers to 
the parking signs on Worth 
Street. NYLS now has bike racks 
located in the sub -basement of 47 
Worth. Unfortunately, the bikes 
(photo/ A. Belkowski) 
must be carried up and down the 
stairs, as there is no elevator 
service to this level. Before using 
the rack, which will accommodate 
10 bicycles, cyclists must obtain a 
form from Dean Graham's office 
and be assigned a numbered spot. 
XEROXING RESUMES OFFSET 
While-U-Wait Service• 
PHILIPSON PRESS 
•21 Warren Street 
12 John Street 
732-8746, 47 . 
XEROX copies (8Yz x 11) 5¢ each, (above 100 - 4f each) 
OFFSET PRINTING APPEAL PRINTING 
8~ s: 11 30 Appeals or Briefs 
one side both sidea (includes binding) 
100 $2.80 $ 5.60 Up to 25 pacea .... $1.95/pace 
500 $6.35 $11.70 26 to 75 paces .•..•. $1.70/pace 
1008 $9.95 $17.90 75 to 150 paces .... $1.50/pap 
NEW SERVICE: Coler enlarcements from 35 mm slides 
• LAW CASSETTES 
• RESTATEMENTS 
• REVIEW BOOKS 
{)/~ The Official Bookstore of NYLS 
"IF WE DON'T HAVE IT ASK US TO ORDER IT" 
HUNGRY? TRY GIL'S HOT AND COLD MENU. 
,., ..__ 
SPECIAi.. NOTE: THE STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION OF 
NYLS RECEIVES A PERCENT AGE OF GIL'S BUSINESS. 
,,,,.,,.,,.,,,,,,,, .... 
COME IN, SIT DOWN, RELAX 
IN THE BASEMENT OF 47 WORTH STREET 
M, J & K COMPANY - 51 Worth Street 
• AND ALL OTHER SCHOOL NEEDS 
~ . 
ALUMNI: 'COME ON OVER' 
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National Moot Court Competitions Begin 
by Nancy L. Kram 
The Moot Court Association 
has announced that it is accepting 
applications from students who 
wish to participate in national 
competitions covering the follow- 
ing areas of interest: Patent and 
Copyright Law, International 
Law, and Mock Trials. 
Students who want to try out 
for team membership in the above 
areas should submit, as quickly as 
possible (by November 25th at the 
latest) a resume and a brief letter 
concerning their experience in 
that particular area.Depending 
upon how competitive the selec- 
tion process becomes, there may 
M()()T 
be a request that applicants also 
submit a writing sample to the 
Board. 
Applications should be ad- 
dressed to Jim Kaplan and either 
dropped off in the Moot Court 
Room (3rd floor, 57 Worth) or in 
the Moot Court Association's mail- 
box in the basement of 57 Worth. 
The winners of the Fall Intra- 
mural Competitions held last week 
included Glenn Bank and Richard 
Berman as best team; Richard 
Berman as Best Oral Advocate; 
and Glenn Bank and Richard Ber- 
man for Best Brief. 
C()U~T 
been Quinlan's attorney, and an- 
other had been the deputy pros- 
ecutor of the case. 
The National Team (Debi 
Klar, Judith Koslowski and Dan 
Pariser) competed in the regional 
rounds of the National Moot Court 
Competition, held last week at The 
Association of the Bar of the City 
of New York. The competition, 
dealing with labor law, dealt with 
a situation in which employees of a 
law firm organized and brought 
action against the senior partners 
for alleged unfair labor practices. 
D. C. Summer 
Progra1n 
by Richard Grant 
Details of NYLS' planned 
Summer Residency Program in 
Federal Law, to be held in Wash- 
ington, D. C. have been announced. 
According to Prof. Michael _ 
Botein, coordinator of the program 
with Dean Margaret Beam, the 9 
week residency will be open to 
·second-year day and third-year 
evening students in good standing 
Nightlines 
Put Holidays on the Record 
By Larry Stone 
Students in the Evening Div- 
- ision are still grumbling about the 
disruption of their studies caused 
by the school's present policy of 
ignoring certain religious days of 
observance. Although the days in 
question were not officially recog- 
nized as holidays, many of the 
faculty observed them anyway, 
either because they were of the 
same faith, or because large num- 
bers of students in their classes 
44~~!!:1~ 
NF NE ME N£ tJ£' 
UldUl.il'.l.! 
ABA Law Student Division Report 
The October issue of the national magazine of the Law Student Division, put NYLS in itS- rightful place - 
the limelight. An article entitled "New York Law School: Resurrection and Life Hereafter", ~-V-e a history of 
NYLS, an appraisal of its present state, and an optimistic projection for the future. The-J-.ue als-o·contained 
an informative article by Jonah Triebwasser about the Lexis Svstem. 
I hope you all read bulletin W ... 
boards! As many of you gaze into i< - -· ··· ·- 
space while waiting for the elevat- 
or, opportunity is waiting patient- ·. , 
ly. Unfortunately, not patiently - / T 
enough to be printed in . -· 
EQUITAS. Many positions on nat- 
ional committees are announced 
only two weeks before the dead- 
line for submitting resumes. 
There are two deadlines 
which have not yet passed. Na- 
tional Client Counseling Competi- (photo/J. TriebWBS!ler) Wendy Grossman 
CALL 
. 212-226-1014 
FOR SPECIAL 
Low 
Prices! 
SPECIAL!! 
135mm F3.5 Auto Zuiko 
For Olympus OM-i OM-2 $104.77 
KODACHROME KM-36 &- KR36 
ASA-25-ASA 64 $5.25 
INCLUDING KODAK PROCESSING AND MOUNTING 
:.i:::;~.c ' VJVITAR 600 ~- Flcnlii POCKET KIT ~ 
M
MOODD. EELL 229732 - POINT AND SHOOT SW21TH7.77 DEL 213 BUIL  IN ELECTRONIC FLASH 
SPECIAL PRICES 
MOST YIY-ITAA LENSES AYAILAILI·. AT SPECIAL PllCES 
tion involved practical experience 
in an important aspect of an 
attorney's work. The question this 
year involoves the legal ramifica- 
tions of unmarried people living 
together. NYLS will enter a team 
of two students. The deadline for 
entries is November 30. All inte- 
rested students should see Dean 
Lippman immediately. 
The other deadline is for a 
committee to plan a Law Day 
program for the school. The theme 
this year is "Law-Your Access to 
Justice." This too, is competitive; 
awards for the best programs are 
given at the Annual Meeting. Law 
Day will be scheduled in the spring 
and wili require a great deal of 
advance planning. All interested 
students should contact me 
through the SBA office. 
were, Subsequently, make-up 
classes were scheduled to ensure 
that all missed material would be 
covered. 
While the practice may have 
been onerous to the student body 
in general, it became burdensome 
to the extreme for students in the 
Evening Division, who have a total 
of only sixteen hours each week 
when they can be available for 
classes, between the hours of 6 
and 10 p.m., Monday thru Thurs- 
day. Subtracting the ten or eleven 
hours already scheduled for 
classes, this left only five or six 
hours to schedule make-up classes, 
and invariably, there was no 
single period when all students 
result has been that some students 
have been forced to miss make- 
ups, cut classes, or come in on 
weekend sessions, (one class had 
three Sunday sessions, with one 
more scheduled) all to the detri- 
ment of their ability to learn the 
materials. 
Reached for comment, Dean 
Shapiro stated that the problem 
had been brought to the Ad- 
ministration's attention last year, 
but that the official calendar had 
already been published for this 
"year, and it was too late to change 
it. However, he has promised to 
take up the matter for future 
calendars, and will seek to adjust 
future schedules to avoid mass 
absences or make-up shuffles. 
at NYLS and other law schools. 
Between 15 and 30 students will be 
selected. A meeting for interested 
students is scheduled for Nov. 16 
at 4:30. 
Consisting . of courses and 
work experience, the program's 
purpose is to give students ex- 
perience in advanced fields and to 
provide an understanding of how 
the legal system in W ashington, 
D.C. operates. 
Prof. Botein will teach a re- 
quired two-credit course in "Ad- 
vanced Administrative Process 
and Procedure," dealing with the 
legal, economic and social me- 
chanics of the administrative pro- 
cess. The course will relate pro- 
blems to the administrative areas 
in which the students work. 
Participants will have a choice 
of advanced two-credit seminars 
taught by government and private 
attorneys. Planned are seminars 
in anti-trust practice, tax policy, 
and Securities and Exchange Com- 
mission practice. Courses and ad- 
junct professors still have to be 
approved by NYLS' appointment 
committee - and curriculum com- 
mittee. 
Students will receive two cre- 
dits for supervised, law-related 
work at government agencies, Jaw 
firms or public interest groups. 
Internships will be arranged 
through the program. Students 
may also apply directly to agencies 
and firms in the capital area. 
Students would be allowed to 
take a maximum of 8 credits in 
courses and work experience. 
Classes will be held and hou- 
sing provided on the main campus 
of Georgetown University, al- 
though participants will be permit- 
ted to Jive elsewhere in D.C. 
The tuition charged will be 
the same as for attending summer 
classes at NYLS. Board at George- 
town for 10 weeks will run bet- 
ween $350 and $400. Where a 
student qualifies for work-study, 
the program would attempt to 
obtain work-study money to cover 
tuition and travel expenses. 
MAGOO'S· 
CAFE 
Cozy Atmosphere· Fine Wines 
Delicious Foods • Reasonable Prices» Good Vibe. 
226-99l9 
21 6th A VENUE 
(Off Walker Street) 4 Blocks from - ~"YLS 
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Inside Landlord/Tenant Court: Justice Denied 
by Linda Rawson 
Upon opening the door of 
Room 107 of the Civil Court build- 
ing one is immediately aware of 
the intensity of the atmosphere in 
the enormous room: the smells, 
the shouting, the thick fog of 
smoke, the subway-like crowd of 
milling people, and over it all, the 
Court Calendar being read in a 
penetrating monotone. 
Amid this phenomenal caco- 
phony, the daily ritual of the 
Housing Part of the New York 
City Civil Court is being acted out. 
For many people, appearance in 
this court is their initial contact · 
with the entire judicial system. 
These are the tenants who are 
most often being sued by a private 
landlord or the City for nonpay- 
ment of rent. For others, it is a 
routine place of daily business. 
This category is made up of law- 
yers, landlords and repeater ten- 
ants. A third category of court 
habitues consists of tramps in 
from the heat or cold; they, too, 
seem to stick to a more or less 
regular schedule and segregate 
themselves. One morning a rag- 
gedly dressed man announced 
vehemently to the carefully 
groomed lawyer waiting next to · 
him. 'Tm not a bum! I'm a tramp. 
There's a big difference. You're a 
bum!" 
"The calendar begins at 9:30 
A.M." intoned a court officer in a 
rapid-fire monotone that would 
rouse the envy of Cousin Brucie or 
Mr. Auction. The parties are sup- 
posed to anwer "ready landlord" 
or "ready tenant." However, when 
the tenants bring children or do 
not speak English or are just 
scared, they wave their hands or 
loiter anxiously in the doorway, 
provoking a torrent of "sit down," 
"quiet in the courtroom," "answer 
landlord or tenant," "hats off' 
from the court officers. 
FINEST GREEK 
FOOD IN TOWN 
Landlord-Tenant Court, located at 111 Centre Street (photo/A Belkowski) 
The noncommercial Housing "Something real might happen, The cases are . delayed because 
Court consists of four Hearing like they might observe the laws of parties do not show up or because 
Parts, in addition to Part 49, the evidence!" The rules of evidence · both sides make motions to gain 
main courtroom. Each Hearing are relaxed, no jury is present, time. The landlords delay repair- 
Part is equipped with a computer and the object is to hear cases and ing their premises in order not to 
terminal which shows the Building resolve disputes quickly. Many be thrown out of court, and the 
Code violations to date on each cases, however, drag on for tenants delay while they scrape up 
multiple dwelling in New York. months, leading a judge to an- the money for rent or escrow and 
This machine is intensely disliked nounce wearily one morning, solidify their cases. 
by the City and by landlords, for "Sometimes I feel I've been hear- The majority of cases are 
its implacable accuracy. In one ing these same cases for years." settled before trial. This is encour- 
memorable case the machine re- 
flected nine hundred violations in 
one apartment, totally abating 
that tenant's rent. As the calendar 
is read, each case which is ready is 
assigned to one of these Parts for 
trial before a hearing officer or a 
Civil Court judge. 
It rapidly becomes apparent 
that "L and T" court is a court of 
summary, not plenary procedure. 
To paraphrase a lawyer on his way 
to an "L and T" jury trial, who 
stated with feigned excitment, 
919 Third Avenue 
New York. N.Y. 10022 
(212) 751-3692 
109 WEST BROADWAY 
Comer· Reade Street 
Finest Wines & Beer * Souvlaki 
Shish Kebab 
aged by the practice of "confer- 
encing" a case before a judge prior 
to trial. During the conferences 
the judges make every effort to 
assist the attorneys in settling 
their cases, even to the extent of 
proposing unorthodox solutions to 
the red tape which everyone deal- 
ing with the City must cut 
through. 
If a case goes to trial and a 
final judgement is obtained, it is 
possible that the judgment will 
not be enforced. Anyone can re- 
quisition a copy of the final judg- 
ment from the "L and T" Clerk's 
Office, and it is not unheard of for 
a judgment to "disappear" from 
the files, leaving no record for the 
marshal to enforce. 
Housing Court is a prime 
example of a judicial system bare- 
ly working, but working all the 
same. The scenes in the Hearing 
Parts are often poignant, often 
bizarre (one housing project ten- 
ant, a twenty-two year old woman 
with a baby, had been living with 
the former tenant, an eighty-year 
old man, for six months, paying all 
his rent and expenses because the 
City had never moved him out 
before she was moved in), often 
frustrating, but always familiar. 
It is a world far removed from 
the careful, academic discussions 
of "Landlord-Tenant Law" in the 
ordered classrooms of Property I. 
OUR SPECIALTIES 
david d. pietee 
• •.•.•. ®associates. inc. .... e e personalized Vll'Ord process•rg 
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Round Table Explores Lawyer's Ads and Services 
might later be used to set the 
standard for a malpractice action. 
Panel Turns to "Mt'!rcy Killings" 
Earlier in the day, partici- 
pants viewed a movie called 
"Whose Life is It Anyway?" which 
attempted to cover the ethical, 
medical and legal issues of eutha- 
nasia through the fictional story of 
a paralyzed sculptor, who had 
decided to die. A panel of two 
nursing students, a medical stu- 
dent and a law student discussed 
their reactions to the film and took 
questions from the audience. 
tion of a truthful advertisement 
concerning the availability of rou- 
tine legal services. 
tising and a movie and panel 
discussion on euthanasia. 
According to Thomas Mat- 
tingly, a law student at Hofstra, 
the Bates case was not the final 
word on legal advertising, but 
dicta from the case can be used to 
predict the outcome of future legal 
opinion on the subject. 
Raab said PLAN had been 
approved by the Appellate Divi- 
sion of the Supreme Court but was 
not yet in operation because of 
contingencies. Prior to the United 
States Supreme Court decision on 
legal advertising, PLAN could not 
solicit customers. A committee of 
non-lawyers was needed to set 
fees. Due to price competition 
among lawyers, PLAN had to 
amend its fee schedule. 
Lawyer's Ads Discussed 
The Fall Roundtable program 
also included a talk on legal adver- 
By Richard Grant 
Prepaid legal services will 
reduce costs for people who cannot 
presently afford them, according 
to the president of the first legal 
services group plan in New York 
State. 
"People with no money can 
get legal aid," Ira Raab, president 
of PLAN, Professional Legal Ser- 
vices Association of Nassau Coun- 
ty, said. "People in the middle are 
not poor enough." 
- Speaking to law students at 
the ABA/LSD Second Circuit Fall 
Roundtable at Brooklyn Law 
School, Raab outlined the struc- 
ture of his plan and the problems it 
faced. 
Raab defined prepaid legal 
services as the payment in ad- 
vance of money for stated legal 
services. Under his own plan, a 
client would pay $100 a year for 
one real estate purchase or sale, 
one simple will for himself or his 
spouse, one landlord-tenant case 
and one lease. Other legal ser- 
vices, such as a simple adoption 
from an agency or a name change, 
could be purchased separately at 
set rates. 
Under Raab's plan, lawyers 
will share the caseload to avoid 
operating at a loss, while gaining 
new business. 
Tracing related decisions, 
Mattingly predicted that the 
ultimate standard for legal ad- 
vertising would be that no false, 
misleading or deceptive repre- 
sentations in television, radio or 
-newspapers would be allowed and 
that the Bar would regulate legal 
advertising. 
Mattingly warned that the 
advertising claims of an attorney 
In 1977, the U.S. Supreme 
Court decided Bates v. State Bar 
of Arizona. The Court held, ac- 
cording to Mattingly, that the 
State may not prevent the publica- 
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Dear Mom and Dad, 
Things are swell here at college except, of course, the 
food, which is so bad that I'm D down to 91 lbs. D living on 
salted water D sending samples to the biology lab D hoping 
you'll buy me a prepaid Trailways ticket home to get a decent 
meal. 
I sure could go for some of Mom's good ol' D apple pie 
D Riz de Veau a la Financiere D blood transfusions D Trail- 
ways tickets paid for at your local station and picked up at 
mme. 
Dad, next time we get together, I want to tell you 
D about my part-time job Dhow I suddenly realized what a 
truly wise and magnanimous fellow you are D where I left 
your car last New Year's Eve D thanks for making this trip 
possible with a prepaid Trailways ticket. 
I also need some advice on D a personal matter D my 
backhand D where one can hire decent servants these days 
D how to separate you from a few bucks for a prepaid Trail- 
ways ticket. 
Got to sign off now and go D to class D to pieces 
D drop three or four courses D to the Trailways station to 
see if anyone sent me a prepaid ticket to get out of here for 
the weekend. 
NYLS students 
welcome as always 
THE 
CiALWAY 
BAY 
179 WEST BROADWAY 
JUST ROUND 
THE CORNER ON 
WEST BROADWAY 
BETWEEN WORTH 
AND LEONARD 
Hard Liquor 
Hot Sandwiches 
Good Prices 
Too! 
Love, 
P. S.Just go to the Trailways station and pay for my ticket, tell 
them who it's for and where I am. I pick the ticket up here 
when I go to catch the bus. 
There is a $5 service charge for prepaid tickets. The user wiU be notified by the nearest Trailways terminal when the ticket is ready. Prepaid 
round-trip tickets are good for one year from the date of purchase. Prepaid one-way tickets are j.tood for 00 davs from the date of purchase. L---------------~---~ ~T.railways 
l For more information call Trailways - 564-8320 
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Editorial 
Library Woes Require Action 
Once again, certain fellow students are cutting cases from the 
reporters, removing books from the library and refusing to reshelve 
books after use. 
We find such conduct outrageous. It is an affront to our rights as 
students and an insult to the integrity of our profession. We feel such 
actions by a few impose an unnecessary burden on the student 
population as a whole. In light of the fact that nickel photocopies are 
available, this conduct is totally unwarranted. Unfortunately cases are 
razored out with the advantage to the thief of having a case that his 
other colleagues are unable to utilize. 
Reshelving is also a problem 
Failure to reshelve imposes a similar burden upon students. A 
choice has to be made whether to forget the case in the non-shelved book 
or lose valuable time looking for it. Again we see the selfishness of the 
few leads to the detriment of the many. 
(pboto/D. Gagnon) 
Additionally, this inconsideration produces the effect of having a 
less adequate library system at our school and consequently makes our 
tuition dollars go towards the senseless act of buying replacement 
volumes instead of increasing the number of volumes. 
In short, it is money out of our pockets. 
Our proposed solution 
The soiution to this problem lies not with the administration but 
with us, the students. Until we identify and put pressure on the selfish 
thieves; the problem will continue to exist. 
Turning in a fellow student may be socially repugnant. To that we 
say, reassess your values. Everytime one of these offenders razors a 
case, steals a book or refuses to reshelve it, he or she is giving us the 
shaft. To such people we owe no duty or allegiance. 
I 
Me..mlJr11ndLLnz {rein 
the LibrrtritLn 
Wi11 the stud.ents 
who ne.glec.t.e.d to 
- re.turn books to 
-the. shelves 
ple~ae. .see me. 
(Illustration/ Jon Sparks) 
Answers & Counterclaims I 
To the Editor: 
Congratulations on your fine 
October issue. 
I enjoyed the cartoon, but I 
think that it was an unfair lib~l. I 
have lost 8 lbs. since the cartoon 
was drawn. I now have only two 
chins. 
E. Donald Shapiro 
To the Editor: 
The Alan Rosenberg "Second 
Look" at the Rosenberg atom-spy 
trial (October 1977) is unfortun- 
ately a pro-Rosenberg propaganda 
job, which omits the material 
facts. To wit: 
1. In discussing the trial evi- 
dence, nowhere does the author 
mention the key testimony that 
established the Rosenbergs' lies on 
the witness stand and guilt. That 
was the rebuttal witness, the 
passport photographer who took 
the passport picture of the Rosen- 
bergs at the exact time flight to 
the Iron Curtain was the order of 
the day as the atom-bomb theft 
was uncovered. The Rosenbergs 
had denied to the jury that any 
such plan or picture existed, and 
the exposure of their deception by 
this totally impartial witness was 
the turning point at the trial. But 
the author never even mentions it. 
2. The author omits the state- 
ment of Rosenberg's attorney, 
Emanuel Block, after the trial, in 
which he complimented Judge 
Kaufman on the · fairness with 
which he presided. 
- 3. While citing statements by 
the Supreme Court minority which 
as far as we know never reviewed 
the trial record, the author a- 
voided any reference to the fact 
that the opinions of the United 
States Court of Appeals upholding 
the conviction was written by 
Judge Jerome N. Frank, one of 
the progenitors of the New Deal 
and of new doctines of defendants' 
rights. 
4. In referring to alleged new 
evidence, the author once again 
betrays his readers by not telling 
them that it was painstakingly 
"reviewed on a motion for a new 
trial by co-defendant Morton So- 
bell, by Federal Judge Edward 
Weinfeld, one of the nation's most 
highly respected liberal jurists, 
who rejected the motion in a 
lengthy analysis which found the 
facts upon which the jury acted 
undimmed despite the herculean 
efforts of the Rosenberg sup 
porters. 
5. The Freedom of Informa- 
tion Act disclosures concerning 
which the author must have know- 
ledge since he has been working 
with the Rosenberg family in this 
area, reaffirm the Rosenbergs' 
guilt and was not adduced at the 
trial. 
EQUITAS readers are entit- 
led to a third look at the second 
look. 
' Roy Cohn 
To the Editor: 
I have recently had the some- 
what bizarre experience of being 
asked for job recommendations by 
graduates whom I didn't_ really 
know. Each had, I found, done 
well in my New York Practice 
course, yet I have little or no 
recognition of the person. I, there- 
fore, could do nothing more for 
these graduates than congratulate 
them on their grade and wish them 
well. 
Upon inquiry, I found that a 
number of my former students had 
graduated from this law school 
without having taken a small class, 
without having taken all the cour- 
ses given by any single professor, 
and without having written a 
major research paper under the 
supervision of a professor. They 
had, rather, taken the courses 
which apparently are listed by the 
'Board of Bar Examiners as within 
the testing limits of the bar exam- 
ination. 
I suggest that, unless the stu- 
dent is assured of a particular job 
upon graduation for reasons whol- 
ly independent of his or her law 
school study, that this is a foolish 
approach to the problem of ul- 
timate legal employment. From 
discussions with acquaintances in 
both public and private law, and 
with my faculty colleagues, I be- 
lieve that the single most im- 
portant factor in getting a law job 
on one's merit is the considered 
and personalized recommendation 
of a faculty member, based on high 
quality work by the student pre- 
pared for or with that faculty 
member. 
I would encourage students to 
select courses on almost any basis 
other than their alleged bar exam 
preparation value. There are 
many rational systems for course 
selection. One might wish to take a 
number of courses in a subject 
area of interest to you. One might 
decide to take several courses with 
a particular professor whose peda- 
gogy appeals to you, and possibly 
do an independent research pro- 
ject with that professor. One 
might choose to take a course 
because it has a small enrollment 
and a narrow focus knowing that 
by dealing with the subject in 
depth, you are bound to make an 
impression on the instructor. Or 
one might select a course on the 
basis that the subject matter is 
relevant to your chosen field of 
specialization, even if it does not 
appeal to you as an academic 
endeavor. 
Obviously I do not discourage 
taking some large courses in 
broad areas; after all, I teach one. 
But to take only such courses 
could lead to economic suicide. As 
for the bar exam, you can't pos- 
sibly take all the courses on which 
you will be examined, and I sus- 
pect that no professor at this 
school designs his or her courses 
with bar passage as a paramount 
consideration. Besides, law school 
is dull enough at best; at least take 
some courses through whimsy; 
you can never tell what you might 
enjoy, or even make a career of. 
Sincerely yours, 
Jeffrey E. Glen 
Assistant Professor of Law 
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The Supreme Court: Legislature or Court of Law? 
CIDCAGO - The U.S. Sup- 
reme Court has evolved into a new 
institution whose primary function 
is legislative instead of judicial, a 
law professor writes in the Ameri- 
can Bar Association Journal. Cor- 
nell Law School Prof. William Ray 
Forrester writes that the Supreme 
Court "is a government body in 
the sense that it makes basic 
policy decisions of the nation, 
selects among the competing 
values of our society, and ad- 
ministers and executes the di- 
rections it chooses in political, 
social and ethical matters. "It has 
become the major societal agency 
for reform." 
Describing the high tribunal 
as a "legiscourt," Forrester said 
many of the important Supreme 
Court decisions are not based on 
written law but depend on a 
justice's subjective determination 
of what the law should be. 
As examples, the professor 
cited the court's action in the areas 
of segregation, voting, criminal 
justice, religion, pornography, 
legislative investigations, libel, 
confidentiality, welfare, abortion, 
political patronage and campaign 
financing. 
- "Each new quest has seemed 
to stimulate the justices to move 
further and more boldly," For- 
rester said. "And the very success 
of the court in its first ventures 
United States Supreme Court - A new leglslatlve body 
must explain, at least in a prag- 
matic sense, the willingness of the 
justices to assume the resolution 
of other needed reforms the legis- 
lative and executive departments 
have been unwilling to under- 
take." 
The professor said the court 
filled a vacuum "caused by the 
nonfeasance of the President, Con- 
gress and the states." Forrester 
pointed out, however, that Sup- 
reme Court justices with lifetime 
tenure do not have to consider 
political ramifications of their ac- 
tions. 
bining legislative, judicial and 
executive powers in contradiction 
to the "basic warnings of the doc- 
trine of separation of powers, and 
the appprehensions against con- 
centrated power expressed by the 
framers of our Constitution." 
Describing the current court 
as probably a unique institution in 
the history of- government, For- 
rester said it is successfully com- 
New York and Multi-State Courses 
Early Sign-up for the ew York ar Course 
save $100.00* 
SAR REVIEW 
Course cost - $325.00 (-$225.00 with discount) 
First 100 to sign up receive set of review books for exam study this year 
*Deadline for discount - November 18. 
Offering 21 GRADED essay questions this summer! 
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Venue W~h 
Upon A Star 
© Richard Grart, 1977 .. by Richard Grant .. 
"They will kill me," Abbott, starship security officer, told the 
android attorney. "They'll probably inject me with a heinous powerful 
drug and turn me into one of them, with flippers and fur and a pointy 
head. I do not treat this matter lightly." 
Abbott was speaking to Console-at-Law, attorney on the starship. 
When humanity had scattered into space, it had taken the law with it. 
But only an android could assimilate and work with the diverse methods 
of resolving disputes when humans made contact with alien cultures. 
"Aren't you the one who calls me a soulless thing born in a vat?" 
Console asked in his quick, nasal voice. 
"Heeey," said Abbott. "Can't you take a joke? To me you're one of 
the crew. I was going to ask you to lunch." 
The scout craft which had transported the Confederation ambassa- 
dors to the surface of the planet was off-limits to the inhabitants of Rialto 
4. Abbott was on guard duty when the alien approached. Abbott 
adjusted his weapon and fired. The alien fell. 
Two hours later, Abbott was served personally with a summons and 
complaint. 
· "No problem," Console said. "According to Rialto law, if you kill an 
inhabitant of this planet, you have to mate with another inhabitant. It is 
an extension of an old Earth adage: a life for a life. Anyway, the female 
will come to your quarters, her scent lingering in the air. Turn the music 
on low. Make your move. Then release your spores." 
"What are you, a sewing machine? I don't have spores." 
Console paused, his silver and black surface glowing red. 
"Then we go to trial," he said. 
The criminal justice system on the planet resembled that of Earth. 
Guilt or innocence was determined in a adversary proceeding before an 
impartial tribunal. The defendant had the right to an attorney. He also 
had the right to cross-examine the government's witnesses. 
"There seems to be a mistake," Console said. "The papers state this 
is a civil action for wrongful death." 
"It is a civil action," said a well-dressed fellow with flippers and a 
pointy head. "I am Garth, a local barrister, and this is my client, Zorth. 
He's the one you killed." 
"You murdered me and I am going to collect every penny to your 
name," gloated Zorth. 
The trial began. 
"M'lord," said Garth. "I call as my first witness, Zorth." 
Zorth rolled before the bailiff. 
"Do you swear to tell the truth," 
"Yes." 
"The whole truth," 
"Yes." 
"Will you wait! And nothing but the truth?" 
"I do." 
"Zorth," said Garth, "when did you first discover that you were no 
longer living?" 
"Right after the defendant shot me." 
"No further questions, M'lord." 
"M'lord," said Console, "we move that this proceeding be -tried 
under Earth law. The defendant's domocile is Earth, the starship is from 
Earth--Bayonne, I believe--the weapon was made" 
"This court admonishes counsel that the trial is 'being conducted 
according to Earth law," said the hairy judge. 
"You stupid sewing machine," whispered Abbott. 
"M'lord, began Console, "we contend that the plaintiff is not dead, 
indeed, that he is, in fact, alive, and seeks to profit through perpetrating 
a fraud upon this court." 
"Zorth, you know the penalty for perjury. Are you dead?" 
"I have passed on, become deceased, gone to meet my maker, made 
my exit, departed, quit this world, given up the ghost, kicked the 
bucket, taken the last count, gone the way of all flesh." 
"Just answer the question," the judge interrupted. "Yes or no?" 
"Yes, m'lord." 
Console asked Zorth, "According to your complaint, since the 
incident, your heart no longer beats, your lungs no longer move and you 
no longer have brain activity?" 
"Completely true." 
ConsolJ said, "I would now like to introduce into evidence an 
anthropology text, Divner on Rialto. The inhabitants of Rialto do not 
have beating hearts, moving lungs, and sensors have yet to pick up 
brainwaves:" 
Zorth said, "I've been depressed. Feel apathetic. No appetite. Lost 
interest in sex." 
"That is not the same," Console argued. "Being depressed may be 
like being dead, but it's a hell of a lot busier." 
"How did you know he wasn't dead?" asked Abbott. 
"Your weapon wason stun," said Console. 
Jeffords Writing 
Prize Offered 
by Neal Greenfield 
Competition for the Walter 
Jeffords, Jr. Distinguished Writ- 
ing Award given in honor of 
Sylvester Smith, Jr. President 
Emeritus of New York Law School 
has begun. Prizes of $2500 to one 
faculty member and $500 to a 
student are to be awarded. 
Any writing on a legal subject 
published between April 1, 1977 
and April 1, 1978 is eligible. The 
publication must show on its face 
the author's connection with New 
York Law School. The date of 
publication shall be determined by 
the date of publication of the 
journal or book in which the 
writing appears. Any question as 
to the date of publication shall be 
decided by the judges. Smith and 
such other persons as may be 
appointed by the Chairman of the 
Board of the Law School will be 
the judges. 
Four published copies have to 
be submitted to the Secretary of 
New York Law School, Anthony 
Scanlon, to be forwarded to the 
udges. Submissions must be made 
no later than April 1, 1978. 
The award will be given at 
Commencement. By submitting a 
writing, the contestant agrees to 
accept as final and conclusive any 
and all decisions of the judges 
relating to the contest, including, 
if the judges deem it appropriate, 
a decision that no work of suf- 
ficient caliber for the prize has 
been submitted. 
V· SERPE & SON 
JEWELERS 
IMPORTERS OF CAMEOS 
MANUFACTURERS OF FINE 
JEWELRY, DIAMONDS, ETC· 
P·O·BOX 183 
GARDEN CITY, N· Y· 11530 
Special Disconnt-·With This Ad 
·PRIMTIMG 
Resumes Typesc:tting 
Stationery All Graphic Services 
COLLAGE PUBLICATIONS 
132 Nassau Stt••t M.Y., M.Y. 10031 
(212) 964-7115 
Printers of EQUITAS 
Lecture in New York City 
with tape course at Hofstra Law School 
100 % Pass 
New York Bar Exam 
The Results Are Out 
If you know any June 1976 graduate from any school who took the Pieper 
nightly Bar Review Seminar and bi-weekly Essay Writing Sessions in New York 
City then you know someone who today is admitted to practice by the Appelate 
Division of New York, because THEY ALL PASSED THE NEW YORK BAR 
EXAM. 
In fact since the Pieper Course began in 1975 NO ONE FROM New York Law 
School has failed the New York Bar Exam after taking Pieper. 
ISN'T THAT WHAT A BAR 
REVIEW COURSE IS ALL ABOUT! 
Speak to former graduates of New York Law about the Pieper method. 
-Class Size limited 
-Emphasis placed on essay writing 
with individually graded essay 
exams 
-Class participation encouraged 
Write for further information and FREE CPLR Statute of Limitations Chart. 
1539 Franklin Avenue, Mineola, New York 
PIEPER BAR REVIEW 
The Seminar of Bar Reviews 
-Special home cassette 
study course 
-Nightly testing 
-Free repeat course 
Tel. (516) 747-4311 
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Second Generation Alumnus Returns to Teach 
by Linda Rawson 
"It is an absolute pleasure to be back at New York 
Law School!" This is how Professor Marianne C. Spraggins 
characterized her reactions to NYLS after her first few 
weeka of teaching "Trusts." It is an unusual privilege for a 
school to have a professor who is not only a graduate of the 
school, but a second generation alumna, as well. 
Spraggins' father was a graduate of NYLS and 
practiced in New York City. Her grandfather. though not a 
NYLS graduate, was also an attorney and practiced in 
New Jersey. 
As a child of an attorney in New York, Spraggins 
was given an early exposure to the special world of the 
law. Her father often took her to court with him and she 
spent afternoons and summers in his office during her 
youth. Estates also seem to be of interest to the Spraggins 
family; Mr. Spraggins practiced in the Surrogate's Court. 
Spraggins became interested in the law gradually. 
Initially, she said she resisted the idea of becoming an 
attorney, despite her father's urging, and enrolled instead 
in Boston University's creative writing program. Sprag- 
gins' ambition as an undergraduate was to become a 
writer, an ambition she still feels is important. "Writing is 
an important skill for a lawyer. A lawyer, after all, is a 
draftsman." Written skills, she feels, are largely absent 
from the training of most students, both in high school and 
college. This lack is particularly detrimental to the law 
student. Spraggins emphasized her concern with the 
promotion of the acquisition of written skills as part of the 
legal curriculum. 
When her father died, Spraggins took another look at 
the law and saw what she had been missing. "I always 
knew I had to work," she said, "and the law appeared to be 
the most palatable way to work, so I decided to try it." 
There was never any question in her mind about which law 
school she would attend; NYLS was the only school 
Spraggins considered. 
As a first-year student, Spraggins used her own 
initiative to get a part-time job with the firm of Covington, 
Howard, Hagaad & Holland where she worked on the 
estates of Billie Holiday and Jimi Hendrix. She continued 
to work in estates at that furn throughout her law school 
career. Perhaps as a result of her own "clinical" 
experience, Spraggins is strongly in favor of clinical 
experience for law students. "The more varied your 
(~oto/Capito) 
Prof. Marianne C. Spraggins 
experiences," she states, "the more advantage you have as 
a lawyer. You are better prepared to handle yourself and 
to integrate learning the rules of law with the application 
of law. The opportunity to work enriches your law school 
experience." 
As a law student, Spraggins was president of BALSA 
and on the Admissions Committee for which she recruited 
students. Admissions is still one of her particular concerns, 
and she is presently on the Admissions Committee in her 
professorial capacity. "I want to be a goodwill ambassador 
for the school and make its name known." 
After graduating from NYLS, Spraggins received a 
LL.M in International Law from Harvard. She has many 
interests, she explained, and might at some time be 
interested in teaching international law. "Now, however, I 
feel it is better to teach the nuts and bolts." 
Prof. Spraggins expressed a strongly positive reaction 
to Dean Shapiro and her fellow faculty members, 
characterizing the school as an optimum working environ:' 
ment," NYLS has a rare opportunity to institute changes 
in the approach to legal education and in the role of the 
lawyer in our society." she said. Today Spraggins sees, 
among other changes, more focus at the school than 
formerly on student input and needs, a bigger faculty and a 
more diverse student body. as well. 
The professor feels that students at NYLS tend to 
have an inferiority complex about their school (often 
reflected in student publications) which is both unhealthy 
and unwise. "Students, particularly now, ought to look at 
being here as an opportunity to be a part of something 
changing in a profession where not much changes. 
Students should look at this school as an exciting chance to 
be at a law school which is expanding amid the most legally 
important city in the U.S.A." 
Spraggins' own positive approach to life is communi- 
. cated in her advice to students on job interviews. "Your 
feeling about yourself should not hinge on the insignifi- 
cance of a thing like the name of your school. If you believe 
you are excellent, it is a beneficial reflection upon your 
school and the world will be persuaded to accept your view 
of yourself. If students are positive about NYLS, the legal 
profession will have to reassess its view of the school. The 
quality of the school is based on what its input· is." 
Spraggins also stated that obstacles only spur her on 
further: "I welcome a challenge. Basically, I don't think 
that there is anything I cannot accomplish if I want to 
achieve it." 
New York C'ity is an added element to Spraggins' 
enjoyment of NYLS. "I love New York! At every stage of 
your development there is a whole new city hiding out 
there." 
Spraggins feels a special affinity for NYLS and its 
students. She concluded her remarks by stating enthusias- 
tically. "I want the students to do well and be enthusiastic 
about their school." If Spraggins is able to infect the 
student body with any degree of her own enthusiasm, this 
ought to be an exciting year at NYLS. 
Official Final Examination Schedule 
JAN. 2-6 MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 
[1978] 
lOA.M. Accounting & Finance New York Prac. Con. Law I (B) Civ. Pro. II (MYA) Crim. Law (A,B.C.D) 
Corporations (day) Torts I (A) Evidence II (MY A) Contracts I (A) Torts I (C) 
Corporate Tax Patent Law Administrative Law (Botein) 
Legal Medicine 
6P.M. Equity (day & eve.) Property II (MY A) Agency & Partnership (eve.) Family (Erickson day & eve.) 
Trusts (day & eve.) Property II (A & B) Contracts I (Dugan Fed. Inc. Tax (Kleiner, 
Wills, Trusts & Future Lawyers & Syst. of day & eve.) day & eve.) 
Interests (day & eve.) Justice (A & B) Contracts I (Brook Wills (Spraggins 
Accounting & Finance (eve.) New York Prac, (eve.) day & eve.) day & eve.) 
Torts I (B, day) Municipal Corp. cOn. Law I (Means 
Torts I (eve., A&B) Anti-Trust (day & eve.) day & eve.) 
Fed. Tax Proc. Con. Law I (Sullivan 
day & eve.) 
Securities Reg. 
JAN. 9-13 
[1978] 
lOA.M. Property I (A,B,C) Jewish Law Wills (Arenson) Civ. Pro I (C) Fed. Inc. Tax (Oliner) 
Sales (Samuels) Family (Gottlieb) Conflicts (day) Contracts II (MY A) 
Torts II (MY A) Administrative (Scherer) Evidence I (A) Agency & Partnership (day) 
Debtor-Creditor Poverty Law 
Immigration International Law of P.B.A. 
Con. Law I (MYA) 
6P.M. Intro. to Juris. (McDougal) Commercial Paper Evidence I (Lee day & eve.) Civ. Pro. I (Pessen day & eve.) 
Labor Law (day & eve.) (day & eve.) Evidence I (Griffiths) Civ. Pro. I (Newman day & eve.) 
Crim. Pro. (day & eve.) Sales (Foster day & eve.) Admiralty Corporate Re-Org. 
Environmental Law Patent Law Estate & Gift (day & eve.) 
(day & eve.) Pub. Emp. Lab. Rel. 
Conflicts (eve.) Corporations (eve.) 
Last Day of Classes: Friday, Dec. 16, 1977 
BAR EXAMS 
AREN'T LIKE 
LAW SCHOOL 
EXAMS 
Knowing how to write answers the way Bar 
Examiners want to see them written can 
make the crucial difference. 
Hundreds of students from NYLS have 
been convinced that what they learned at 
THE KASS PROBLEM ANALYSIS 
CLINICS was essential to their success in 
the Bar Exam. 
Why not A'ITEND THE FIRST CLINIC - 
ABSOLUTELY FREE on Jan. 29, 1978. 
Six successive Sundays, starting Jan 1-4 
P.M. in the Hotel Diplomat, 43rd St. near 
6th Aven, N.Y.C. Fee $85. 
Undergraduates can attend our Jan. - 
March 1978, and June - July 1978 series, on 
graduation upon payment of only one fee. 
A TOTAL OF 16 DIFFERENT VERY 
DIFFICULT ESSAYS WILL BE COVER- 
ED IN EACH SERIES. 
For further information 
contact agents 
JORAMARIS 
[day] 
RHODA D. GROSSBERG 
[Evening] 
or 
KASS PROBLEM ANALYSIS 
CLINICS 
27WOiiam Street, N.Y.C. 
[Wb. 3-2690] 
Commencement: June 4th 
In observance of the Jewish 
holy day of Shevouth, Commence- 
ment, originally scheduled for 
June 11, 1978, will now be held one 
week earlier, on June 4, at Avery 
Fisher Hall in Lincoln Center. 
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Book Review: Harvard One L 
by Dennis Stukenbroeker 
One L (by Scott Turow, Put- 
nam, $8.95) is the Harvard Law 
School designation for the first 
year class. Turow, a former creat- 
ive writing teacher turned law 
student, has written a blow by 
blow account of his first year 
there. Only the names have been 
changed to protect the culpable. 
It is all there: the fear, frus- 
trations, anxiety, and passion to 
get on Law Review. 
There is the legendary, inti- 
midating Contracts prof thinly 
disguised with the name Perini. 
There is the cursed Socratic me- 
thod. There is the Harvard obses- 
sion with itself. ("The whole uni- 
versity is suffused in such a crazy 
pretense, a kind of Puritan faith in 
the divine specialness of the place 
and its inhabitants." And most of 
all, there is the passion to get on 
Law Review. 
A general reader might won- 
der what all the fuss is about, but 
for anyone who has been through 
it, this carefully narrated cres- 
cendo of obsessive behavior is 
hauntingly familiar. 
Despite Turow's instant love 
affair with the law, ("I've probably 
not been as thoroughly taken -by 
something since I hit puberty") he 
maintains an analytical object- 
ivity, taking apart the professors, 
his fellow students and himself to 
see what makes them tick like 
time bombs, sometimes going off. 
"It was not hard to notice how 
many of my classmates were plain- 
ly the children of privilege and 
wealth," he says of the people he 
meets in his first year section. 
Many of these bright and superior 
f ,,~1s1Mi·PM'Jl•1•I i#,\t.111s t 
It• not too early 
to think about the 
bar exam. 
About 10,000 people will enroll in BRC's extraordinary bar re- 
view courses this year in New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Cali- 
fornia and a number of other states. Once you have investigated the 
various courses you willsee why and, in all likelihood, you will be one 
of them. lf-vou can look into the issue now and make your choice·· 
before October 31, 1977, there are a substantial number of "early bird 
benefits." 
e SAVE $100. Yo.u may enroll in BRC's Programmed Learning Sys- 
tem New York course for $225 - $100 less than the tuition after 
October 31. (Pennsylvania and New Jersey applicants save $75 on 
tuition.) A $10 deposit will freeze the discounted price for you. 
e FREE USE-OF OUTLINES_ BRC 1978 Comprehensive Law Sum- 
maries are available now. Summer updated materials will be supplied 
when available at no extra charge. A $75 deposit is all that is neces- 
sary to get the books now. 
e FREE DRY RUN COURSE_ Enrollees for the Summer '78 course 
(or later) may attend any or all of BRC'sWinter '78 lecturesat no 
extra cost . 
• CASH DISCOUNTS ON SUM AND SUBSTANCE. Early enrollees 
may purchase directly from BRC (by mail or at any office) Sum and 
Substance books and tapes at a substantial discount ( 10% on books, 
20% on tapes). Limit one of each book or tape. 
• FREE EARLY NEW YORK PRACTICE COURSE_· Early enrollees 
may attend the Arthur Miller New York Practice course given in the 
Spring at no extra charge. 
e FREE TRANSFERS. Should you decide to transfer your BRC en- 
rollment to another state before April 1, 1978, you may do sa at no 
extra charge. 
The course the others imitate 
1500 Broadway, Suite 501, New York, NY 10036, 212/730-7749 
PARKING 
AT REDUCED RATES 
up to 20% OFF 
FOR STUDENTS AND FACULTY OF NYLS 
Marna Parking Corp. 
20 VARICK St. 
(1 block from NYLS) 
CA 6-9358 
(P!oto/J. Triebwuser) 
types, he finds, have come to law 
school after short but successful 
careers in other fields. Quite a few 
were there because of the lack of 
teaching jobs. 
Turow himself fits the mold. 
The son of a doctor, he entered 
Harvard with an LSAT score of 
749. Still, he claims he studied 
12-14 hours a day and says he felt 
as if he was locked in a room where 
all the walls said "Law." 
A writer first, he struggles to 
learn a dialect of English called 
legal. (Or as his Civil Procedure 
prof tells him, "You can't be a duck 
until you learn to quack.") He 
learns Torts is the class which 
proves your mother was right. 
As a teacher who has become 
a student he complains, "I begin to 
sense that I've been turned into a 
child again, an adolescent. "Sitting 
in his assigned seat, he asks, "How 
could I have returned to this low 
point of having to prove myself?" 
Harvard itself comes in for 
the heaviest criticism. With 1800 
students it is often called a law 
factory. Turow complains about 
the remoteness and inaccessibility 
of the faculty and suggests this is 
possibly a reason for the excessive 
professor-worship. These superior 
overachievers can really grovel 
when they want to. 
I Faculty Poll on Posting I 
In response to the question, "How may we quote you on the 
question of posting?" the following .faculty members gave these 
responses: 
Prof. Botein: I am in favor of posting as long as this keeps 
appropriate anonymity and appropriate adjustment of grades for class 
participation or similar factors. 
Prof. Blecker: Against the posting of grades but in favor of strict 
enforcement of the presently expressed but not rigorously enforced 
policy that all faculty submit all grades _within two weeks of the end of 
the exam period or three weeks after the exam, whichever is later after 
final exams. The complaint of students is valid, but the method of 
remedy (posting) is wrong. Faculty should have to get in their grades on 
time. 
Prof. Brook: No comment. 
Prof. Cerruti: Neutral. 
Prof. Dugan: Opposed to it. I have been for years. 
Prof. Erickson: I'll give my views at the faculty meeting. 
Dean Foster: In favor if the posting is truly anonymous. 
Prof. Glen: Strongly in favor. 
Prof. Gottlieb: In favor. 
Dean Graham: Opposed. Students would use grade posting to 
"shop" for teachers on the basis of higher grades. 
Prof. Griffith: Prima facie it appears that the students have a good 
case. It does appear burdensome to have the students wait so long for 
their grades. I don't know what the reason is that the grades have been 
withheld thus far. Presumably, whatever it is, the reason is a substantial 
one. 
Prof. Haines: No comment. 
Prof. Harbus: In favor. I think that there should not be anonymous 
grading or posting, but I am in favor of posting whether anonymous or 
not. 
Prof. Johnson: I favor anonymous posting. 
Prof. Kleiner: In favor of posting grades, as long as it is anonymous. 
Prof. Komer: Since it is a matter that may come up at a faculty 
meeting, I will express my views at the meeting. 
Prof. Lang: Neutral. 
Prof. Lee: Opposed. 
Dean Lippman: Not in favor. Opposed. 
Prof. Maudsley: I'd rather not comment until I've heard arguments 
on both sides. 
Prof. McDougal: I don't know a thing about it. I'm indifferent. It 
doesn't make a difference to me, 
Prof. Newman: No comment. 
Prof. Samuels: For publication, I have no comment. 
Registrar Scanlon: In favor. 
Prof. Scherer: In favor. 
Prof. Schroth: No objection to posting; I neither favor nor oppose it. 
• Dean Shapiro: The posting of grades is a matter for the Faculty, 
which I will enforce whatever its decision. However, I personally favor 
posting of grades, as I think it enables students to receive their grades 
sooner, and thus alleviates needless strain on them. At every institution 
with which I have been associated, grades have been posted. 
Prof. Simak: Neutral. 
Prof. Sullivan: In favor of posting at the individual faculty member's 
discretion. 
Prof. Tracy: In favor, but the arguments on the other side do have 
some validity. 
Those faculty members we were unable to reach at press time have 
not been listed. · 
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Crossword 
CONTRACTS 
37. Expletive in an ad damnum 
clause? 
39. Grades to be avoided 
41. Fragmentum (abb.) 
42. You are (Latin) 
44. It's as good as a wink to certain 
horses 
45. Superseded common law of 
contracts 
46. What a cartographer drafts 
48. _v. Caton 
50. One type of unenforceable 
"contract" 
52. An Indian pole 
54. Bag 
56. Opera melody 
58. Law firm (2 words) 
60. _contendere 
61. Written discourse 
63. Spanish surname 
65. Intendment or inference 
68. Norse epic 
71. Two thousand pounds 
72. Adams v. __ (contract case) 
75. Tumultuous disturbance of the 
peace (criminal law) 
76. Naval store 
78. Court (arch.) 
79. Doing it the wrong way 
82. Before (prefix) 
83. 2nd Restatement Torts would 
call it "ultrahazardous" 
84. German empires 
85. Freight weight 
86. What a subpoena compels a 
person to do 
4. In debate (2 words) 
5. Interest in the estate of another 
6. U.S. legislative body (abb.) 
7. Writ for waste against a tenant 
(Latin) 
8. Performer's suffix 
9. Admiralter's back side 
10. Fiftieth State (abb.) 
11. Greecian sea (arch.) 
12. Driveled 
13. Charge, security or incumb- 
ranee upon a property 
14. Otherwise 
15. December 31st (2 words) 
20. Per se 
21. Underlying reasons for a deci- 
sion 
24. Alphabets 
26. _v. Hoffman (crossed-offers 
case) 
28. An indiscriminate amount 
29. Certain judges (abb.) 
31. Sped past 
33. Act creating power within 
acceptor to effect a contract 
35. Medieval protective attire 
36. Indian's domicile 
38. _Ins. Co. v. Beatty 
40. What a unilateral contract 
requires for acceptance 
43. A.B.A.'s middle name 
47. Certain Greek literature 
50. One who frolics 
51. Bind 
52. Plaintiff in one of the Corona- 
tion cases 
53. -V. Hunter's Lessee 
54. Distress signal 
55. Howell v._(l Q.B.D. 258) 
57. Pertaining to the largest cont- 
inent 
58. Pres. Carter's religion (abb.) 
59. _Purpose Rule 
60. Termination of litigation be- 
fore it reaches the merits 
62. Not lrg) 
64. Hippie's bed 
66. Unqualified 
67. Foreigner 
69: Serious or severe 
70. Girl's name 
73. Gaelic 
74. Jungle's king 
77. Packed house (abb.) 
80. Where Hawkins v. McGee was 
decided (abb.) 
81. General staff (abb.) 
83. He has the curtesy 
Answer for October 
1 2 3 4 5 11 12 13 14 15 
ACROSS 22. "A little bit __ long way." 
23. Fee simple, e.g. (2 words) 
DOWN 
1. In good faith 
2. Damage 
3. Thing in being \Cf. Spencer's 
Case) 
H A JI L S I R A T EL I F A L s ~ A v c U E I R Pl NE I I nlo r. 
R A I N ll B o Pl T ? 0 u LA ·~ " l' • s I N E P R 0 LE I L D fY 
I L 1 X.p E A S A y Tl p T RI ,-- F E E LI PE "'''- 
R s T O R' • ' •r RA MA c 
I A ~ A H r•E R •• T R U T HI A G 0 llE •s T A RE •c " 0 0 N • LO TS A-C ~ T•s O A R s I p F N OA TH IT. R E T L NE Ir 
•-w R I T. BE F~~ 
I FA •• E R 0 D I !I J. D FT I 
B A<> I w A I TT OT A L • 0 E A 
A I R B O R JI c I PA s G B A F 
s TE N O I G I I S L •IE N T RE 
s RE A F Is TA y s •IE P I s IE 
16 
19 
75 
1. Unexcused failure to perform on 
a duty 
7. "_the season .. .'' 
10. _v. Baxendale 
16. A dispossession 
17. It is (Latin) 
18. In an aery manner 
19. Certain common law courts 
20. Bury 
25. One who portions off 
27. A kind of breach or perform- 
ance 
29. Mr. Simpson's nickname 
30. Not outside 
32. Opium 
34. -V. Barry \175 Mass. 513, 56 
N.E. 574) 
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BY l:m~EJJGE, ti= NnT 11.Jlf.!X:M.7 -rauat- 
''TD1'1£ VOWED -re Ll6E "Tu16 PO~£. -ro 
FlL::rH"l' i::c.12. C12LE.K 11'.1 THC:: C.1-1-AOTIC. 
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WAl":1£ HlS r1Cri-tr ss: .SOLEMN oti:TH !! 
.JOD:'.:1£ csssozc: 
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W ANYTHINC:r ! 
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79 
84 
THE rNCOMPEIENT, IMMATER.IAL , 
AND IU ELEVANT ADVENTU~ES OF .••• 
SOLEMN 
OATH 
WE M'fEAR. BEFORE I-HM 
"\OMDl1ROW re D!'.FENn n\£ 
RIEiHl.S o: iHI< fflOOTlE:!. 
-T~O~l:. WEU.. M!::ANINh 
B\Ji OVERZ.EALOL.lS MOOT 
C.OURT &LIEVER.£. Wl-IO 
.:lRBUE DIC..TA a« £Tl<E£T 
U£-.JeR5. 
HIYA C.HUMP.S !! 
YOIJ BE:Tfl:£ 'P~Y- 10 
JLlbC:sEME.~1 YOU l-lAllE 
LOME IOI:>AY ! 
WRITE YOO~ WILL, 
Kl.SS DFF YOul2 WI~£' 
II= \ !=E.E.L (;rOQO 
11 LL CriV C: YOLJ L.ll='E ! 
Ar-lb ti= YOO TlllNi<. l T :5NT tl!!C.E, 
11-tEN NLlTS TD YOLJ ! 
'IDLl'U..5t:IC:'JE IT TW lCE ~! 
VOL) Holl!DR. l M 
SOLEMN 04.T~ WlTlt 
Al>Tt-lok'..IT'f ON M'i 6\b£ 
ANl:i I ML>H l~l6T 
Tl-4AT YDU REMOIJE 
YDURSE.LF !:-eDM TH£ 
-llll- WHOOPEE CU(lllD!li~ 
l'LL DEIJ'/ IT Ot..l 
6'KDL.>Nl)b Ot: IN.SU~· 
~IC.1,"1C. 'I Of: COM 
b.tJt:l I SLJPPO.S£ 
YOO 11.JA/JT TO 
A"PPEAL ~ 
GRANTED t You 6E.T 
11-lE FA.Mou.6 ™REE 
.i\JOcr!; ?Al\lt.L 
(1Nt.LUtmJC!I II\€) 
lZNDIUN. l::..f.e •• 
T~ E tOURT OF BANANAPP[AI..6 H 
J IJ tlC:z E: CAR!() ZD ! 
DO YOU KNOW ~TA 
CA/J 5CL'6 A'.lr.m 
STAI-lb u::Al1'!5T 
Tl-11:5 51-lAMY 
Nl..V..Y or: Jok'.£5? 
D':>E5 VEP.A. KNa..J 
Sl-Jf.' fl ST AfJ1::.I l\L& 
ON A T2AP 'l::icct?? 
(No, BUT IF YOU 
1-1uM A rrw ~ ... ) 
ANb WHAT O(: 1f!E 
MODTI~ -11-11':.'/ 
MA 'I 6£ F ALI "10 
S1EKIUlA1101\l ,., 
OR ILIO'R.6~ ~ ~ ~ 
'T ~~6TY 
1\.\1~ /~ TD 
HEAR YOUR 
OIUl\I ~::;;.-,,...-r- 
DECHIOIJ 
Ot.l 
6.PPEAL? 
CDN TINU(b _ 
By Jon Sparks & John Osborne 
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